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Functions of a communication receiver

I Carrier frequency tuning

I Filtering

I Amplification



The superheteredyne receiver (superhet)

I Achieves all three functions

I Overcomes difficulty of designing high-Q variable filters

Superheterodyne receiver - Source Wikipedia



Mixing

I An ideal mixer is represented by a multiplier symbol
I Let

vRF (t) = A(t) cos(2πfRF t + φ(t))

vLO = ALO cos(2πfLOt)

I The output of the mixer is given by

vout = vRF (t)vLO(t)

=



Mixing

I The output of the mixer is given by

vout = vRF (t)vLO(t)

=
A(t)ALO

2

[
cos
(
2π(fRF + fLO)t + φ(t)

)
+ cos

(
2π(fRF − fLO)t + φ(t)

)]
I The incoming RF has been translated into two frequencies

fRF ± fLO
I Here we assume fLO < fRF which is known as lower side

injection

I When fLO > fRF it is known as upper side injection



Mixing

I Upper side injection.



Intermediate Frequency

I The frequency fRF − fLO or fLO − fRF is known as the
intermediate frequency.

I The IF section of the supehet consists of a series of tuned
amplifiers.



Image Frequency

I Radio frequencies given by |fLO ± fIF | result in signals at fIF at
the mixer output

I This is known as the image interference problem

I The RF section include an image rejection filter

I The bandwidth of this filter is approximately IF



Example

I Consider an FM signal at 101.1 MHz

I fIF = 10.7MHz

I Assuming upper side injection, fLO = 111.8MHz

I The image frequency is 122.5MHz



Example

I Consider an FM signal at 101.1 MHz

I fIF = 10.7MHz

I Assuming lower side injection, fLO =?

I The image frequency is ?



Image Frequency Rejection

I To reject the image frequency a filter whose bandwith is
approximately IF is used in the RF section

I The Q of the filter is given by

Q =
fc

BW

I For FM systems, channel bandwidth is 200kHz , if we
eliminate the IF section, we would need tunable filters with

Q ≈ 100× 106

200× 103
= 500

I With an IF of 10MHz, the RF section filter Q is approxiamtely
10

I High Q filters are expensive and difficult to design


